Eleventh
Scientific Conference of
young scientists and students with international participation

Problems of Formation the healthy way of life in young people
in the following fields:
1. Philosophy of health. Theoretical and methodological foundations of the healthy lifestyle.
3. Technological aspects of medical and healthy food production.
4. Winery and wine culture.
5. Water and modern environmental problems of water.
7. Environmental aspects of the healthy lifestyle.
8. The role of student government in the healthy lifestyle of young people.

We cordially invite young scientists and students to participate in the conference.

To participate you need to send your application to the committee by the 15th September, 2018. Speakers will receive an electronic version of the collection of scientific papers (CD-ROM).

Please send the text of the abstract (1 full page) by the 15th of September, 2018. Materials should be send by e-mail: konferenciva-molod@ukr.net.

Requirements

Conference materials are printed without editing in the original form. Abstract should be prepared as Word document (font Times New Roman, size 12, line spacing 1) up to one full page of A4. Margins should be: top - 2.5 cm, left - 3.0 cm; left and right - 2.0 cm Footer - 1.25 cm.

Title of the article is printed in large letters on the center bold 14 font, single space between names of the author(s). Organization and city: 12 bold font.

Then, after one interval (12 font) after the company name the text of article is printed. Name of supervisor (academic degree, name) is printed at the end of the abstract.

Pictures should be black and white chart in gradations of black (color not allowed). Dimensions of figures and tables should not exceed the size of the text box, minimum font size 12.

Illustrations, diagrams, charts, tables and formulas are made in accordance with GOST 2.105-95. Each illustration, chart, diagram must be signed, each table should be named.

Illustrations and tables should be numbered with Arabic numerals.

For example: Fig. 1 - Comparison of ... (font size 12, bold).

For example: Table 1 - Performance ... (font size 12, bold).

Tables are made only in portrait mode.
IDENTIFYING COMPONENTS
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

A.D.Ivanov, student of 5th year
ITHiRS faculty
Odessa National Academy of Food Technologies
Odessa

The system of research and information students about healthy lifestyles ..... Supervisor – Prof. A.N. Petrov, D.Sc. (Engineering)

Conference languages Ukrainian, Russian, English

You have the opportunity to publish the paper (with abstracts) in a special issue of the scientific and practical journal "Food Science and Technology" (special edition in technical sciences) and Scientific Papers ONAFT.

Requirements for preparing the articles are posted on the website www.onaft.edu.ua
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Name ______________________________
First name __________________________
Middle name __________________________
Full name of university __________________________

Home address, tel., E-mail

__________________________________________________________________________
Faculty, year, specialty __________________________

Title of presentation __________________________

Supervisor (Job, surname, middle name, phone) __________________________

The need for lodging __________________________
Form of participation __________________________

Telephones:
+38-048-712-41-79
+38-067-888-39-57
fax +38-048-725-31-64

E-mail: konferenciya-molod@ukr.net

web-site: https://www.studlife.onaft.edu.ua

Одесса

4 октября – 6 октября 2018 года